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Abstract—We study the problem of similarity self-join and similarity join size estimation in a streaming setting where the goal is to
estimate, in one scan of the input and with sublinear space in the input size, the number of record pairs that have a similarity within a
given threshold. The problem has many applications in data cleaning and query plan generation, where the cost of a similarity join may
be estimated before actually doing the join. On unary input where two records either match or don’t match, the problem becomes join
and self-join size estimation for which one-pass algorithms are readily available. Our work addresses the problem for d-ary input, for
d ≥ 1, where the degree of similarity can vary from 1 to d. We show that our proposed algorithm gives an accurate estimate and scales
well with the input size. We provide error bounds and time and space costs, and conduct an extensive experimental evaluation of our
algorithm, comparing its estimation accuracy to a few competitors, including some multi-pass algorithms. Our results show that given
the same space, the proposed algorithm has an order of magnitude less error for a large range of similarity thresholds.
Index Terms—selectivity estimation, similarity join, size estimation, one pass algorithm, streaming data.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
The problem of near-duplicates or similar record pairs is as-
sociated with having multiple representations or records of
the same entity or concept in a database. Detecting near-
duplicates has been studied in the past under different
names such as data deduplication, merge-purge, record
linkage, etc. [1].
Analyzing the similarity self-join size provides impor-
tant insight when the semantics of rows and columns is
less-known, and this is a commonly expected case in open
data [2]. Consider, for example, an open data of biblio-
graphic records with untagged attributes title, author, journal,
volume and year. The similarity self-join size with a match
expected in 4 out of 5 columns (i.e. 80% similarity) gives the
degree of uniformity under any projection of 4 attributes. It
can be noted that the field title is not expected to have many
duplicates, whereas the author field may have a limited
number of duplicates since two authors can have the same
name or an author can have more than one record. More
duplicates are expected in columns journal, volume and year.
For the same reason, the similarity self-join size under pro-
jections of 4 attributes is not expected to be much different
than that of 5, but the similarity self-join size for projections
of size 3 is expected to be much larger; the same is observed
for real DBLP records in our experiments (see Table 3).
Such information about columns and their relationships can
be obtained by analyzing the sizes of similarity self-joins.
In other words, the similarity self-join size describes not
only the frequency distribution of the rows but also the
soft dependencies and functional relationships between the
columns [3].
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Many other applications can be listed for similarity
join size estimation. The self-join size gives the degree of
uniformity or skew, and the similarity self-join size gives
the degree of skew under some projections. The degree of
skew is an important statistics in parallel and distributed
database applications and may determine the choice of data
partitioning strategies (e.g. vertical or horizontal) and algo-
rithms being employed [4], [5]. For example, the Hadoop-
based algorithm that won the Terasort benchmark in 2008
included a partitioning function that heavily relied on the
key distributions present in the 2008 benchmark, which
may not be present in other datasets [6]. A more general
solution is expected to detect the skew, which often arise
in the ‘reduce’ phase, and to balance the load accordingly.
In projected clustering [7], one needs to find the set of
dimensions such that the spread (or dissimilarity) is the
least, and a similarity join size can be an important statistics
in detecting those dimensions. In general, estimating the
skew can also help with data storage and indexing [8],
data cleaning [9] and maybe homogeneity analysis [10]. For
example, before running a data deduplication that can take
days or even weeks, one may want to quickly find out
if there are enough near-duplicates and that running an
expensive cleaning operation is justified.
The setting we assume in this paper is that the synopsis
of a table must be constructed in one pass. This is desirable
for rapidly growing tables where a multi-pass method can
be costly. Also the input data to a similarity join sometimes
consists of data streams, which may not be fully available
when a synopsis is constructed. For example, a similarity
join placed in a join tree may take its input from other
operators, and while the input to the join is streaming in,
estimates of the join size may be sought. It has been noted
that cardinality estimation errors in a query cost model
can easily be in multiple orders of magnitude and join
queries are usually the largest contributors to those mis-
estimates [11]. Morales and Gionis [12] cite trend detection
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2and near-duplicate filtering in a microblogging site as some
applications of similarity self-join in a streaming setting.
The problem addressed in this paper can be stated
as follows: given a collection of records and a threshold,
estimate the number of record pairs that have a Hamming
distance equal to or less than the threshold. The Hamming
distance function is well-defined on bit strings and binary
vectors and naturally extends to more general strings, vec-
tors, multi-field records, etc. For example, the Hamming
distance between two records gives the minimum number of
substitutions that would transform one record to the other.
This quantity can be divided by the number of fields to get
the fraction of fields or features in which two records differ.
One minus that fraction will give what may be referred
to as the Hamming similarity. Also other distance functions
may be mapped to the Hamming distance and our method
can be used under those mappings. Many applications of
Hamming distance are reported in the literature, for exam-
ple to detect duplicate Web pages [13], duplicate records in
academic digital libraries [14], duplicate images [15], etc.
A naive algorithm to estimate the number of near-
duplicates is to compare every pair of records, which re-
quires storing the entire dataset and has a quadratic time
complexity. However, an exact estimate often is not needed
and an algorithm that more efficiently obtains an estimate
may be preferred [16], [17], [18]. Also the memory used for
computing an estimate is usually limited, and storing the
data structures in external memory has additional overhead
which grows with the dataset size and should be avoided.
To the best of our knowledge, our method is the first that
computes an estimate of similarity self-join size within only
one scan over such data and with a limited storage. Also our
experimental results show that the error of our estimates is
often less than or comparable to some of the latest multi-
pass algorithms.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We study and address the problem of similarity self-
join size estimation in a streaming setting where the
input, given one by one, cannot be fully stored. While
the problem has been studied for input that consists
of 1-dimensional records such as numbers [19], [20],
[21], we are not aware of any previous work that ad-
dresses the problem on input that has more than one
dimension. This paper studies the general problem
and presents an efficient and elegant probabilistic
algorithm, extending previous techniques to stream-
ing input with more than one dimension. Extending
our algorithm to similarity join size estimation is
straightforward (as discussed in Section 6).
• We analyze the time and space costs of our algo-
rithm, showing that the join size can be accurately
estimated in logarithmic space as long as the input
dimensionality is kept low (10 or less as shown in
our analysis and experiments). More precisely, we
prove that our algorithm gives an unbiased accurate
estimate with high probability using a set of counters
and that the number of those counters is independent
of n, the number of records in the dataset, and only
depends on d, the dimensionality; the space needed
for each counter is bounded to O(log(n)) bits.
• We evaluate the performance of our method in terms
of the accuracy of the estimates and the running
time. Compared to random sampling which is the
only competitor in a streaming setting, our algorithm
gives significantly more accurate results and scales
better for large input sizes. We also compare the
performance of an “offline” version of our algorithm
in which the intermediate results are materialized
(and not sketched) to two recently proposed non-
streaming algorithms [22], [18]. Our experiments on
real data show that the proposed algorithm (under a
comparable space requirement) is much more accu-
rate than these alternative algorithms; it has to be
pointed out that both these methods, unlike ours,
require more than one pass over data.
1.1 Definitions and the problem statement
Given a bag of records where n denotes the number of
distinct records and mi denotes the multiplicity of record
i, the self-join size of the bag (also referred to as the second
frequency moment) is defined as
f2 =
n∑
i=1
m2i . (1)
Given a pair of records with the same schema, we call the
pair s-similar if the number of attributes where the pair
have the same values is s. For examples, records r1 and
r3 in Table 1 are 2-similar, and so are records r2 and r4.
Compared to the Hamming distance which is defined on
binary vectors (i.e. vectors with 0/1 values), s-similarity is
defined on general records (e.g. of employees or students).
Extending Eq. 1, consider the self-join of a collection of
d-dimensional records, and let xk denote the number of
different record pairs that are k-similar. As in self-join, k-
similar pairs (r1,r2) contribute twice to xk, but self-pairs
(r1,r1) are not counted. Hence, the number of self-pairs is
added to s-similarity self-join size, gs, defined as
gs =
d∑
k=s
xk + n, (2)
for n records, each of dimensionality d. gs gives the number
of record pairs that are at least s-similar. In a streaming
setting, similarity join may be computed at any point while
the stream is being received (aka continuous queries).
Problem statement. Given n records each with d at-
tributes and a similarity threshold s, we want to estimate gs,
the s-similarity self-join size in one scan of the input with a
limited memory smaller than n. We also want to extend our
estimation to similarity join sizes.
Organization. The outline of the rest of the paper is
as follows: Three baseline algorithms are briefly presented
in Section 2, and our similarity self-join size estimation
algorithm is discussed in Section 3. We present an analysis
of our algorithm in terms of the estimation error and time
and space bound in Section 4. Running time is analyzed in
Section 5, and an extension of our algorithm for similarity
join size estimation is studied in Section 6. Experimental re-
sults are reported in Section 7, and related work is reviewed
in Section 8. Section 9 concludes the paper.
32 BASELINE ALGORITHMS
One widely used baseline is random sampling; it is applied
in contexts similar to ours [20], [18] and is very easy to im-
plement. We also present the signature pattern counting [22]
and the LSH-based bucketing [18], as two more baselines.
2.1 Random sampling
For a set of n records, one can pick R different records
uniformly at random (sampling without replacement); then
use the straightforward pair-wise comparison between the
selected records to find xk, k = s, . . . , d for the sample.
Next, the estimates can be scaled by the ratio of the size of
the population 1 to the size of the sample space, i.e. n(n−1)R(R−1) .
Finally gs is estimated as in Eq. 2. For example, suppose
random sampling selects rows r1 and r3 from Table 1 with
a sampling ratio of 0.5. The selected rows are 2-similar, and
the estimates of x3, x2 and x1 for the sample are respectively
0, 2 and 0, and for the population are 0, 2∗4∗32∗1 = 12 and 0.
TABLE 1
An example for s-similarity estimation
R A B C
r1 a1 b1 c1
r2 a2 b2 c2
r3 a1 b1 c3
r4 a3 b2 c2
3-similar pairs: {(r1,r1),(r2,r2),(r3,r3),(r4,r4)}
2-similar pairs: {(r1,r3),(r3,r1),(r2,r4),(r4,r2)}
1-similar pairs: {}
Alon et al. [20] used a similar random-sampling tech-
nique in their experiments for estimating the self-join sizes
of data streams. However, the results show that it is not as
accurate as other methods. Random sampling is also used
in the literature for similarity join size estimation [18].
Lemma 1. Random-sampling requires a sample of size Ω(
√
n)
to give an estimate of the similarity self-join size with a relative
error less than 100% with high probability.
Proof. See Appendix A.
2.2 Signature pattern counting
Lee et al. [22] map the similarity self-join size estimation
into the problem of finding a set of frequent signature
patterns and estimating the number of records that match
each pattern. Each signature pattern is a record with some
constants and some wildcard symbols say *. A data record
matches a signature pattern if both have the same constants
in respective columns; there is no matching constraint on
columns marked with *. Clearly two records that match
a signature pattern with s constants must be k-similar for
k ≥ s. Having a set of signature patterns each with at least s
constants, and the number of records matching each pattern,
one can estimate the similarity self-join size for the set of
tuples matching each pattern and add up the estimates. For
example, this algorithm, applied to Table 1, can produce the
patterns [a1,b1,*] and [*,b2,c2] both with frequencies 2.
However, this approach has some problems: (1) the
estimate does not take into account the overlap between pat-
terns (e.g. [*,3,5,*] and [2,*,5,*]) which can lead to a double-
counting; (2) the search space for patterns with frequency at
1. Our population here is the set of record pairs being joined.
least 2 is huge, and the number of such patterns may not
be much smaller than the size of the dataset. The authors
address the first problem by placing the patterns in a lattice
structure and estimating the size of the overlap between
patterns for each level of the lattice. The second problem is
addressed by modelling the pattern distribution as a power
law and estimating (but not actually computing) the number
of matches for low-frequency patterns based on the counts
obtained for high-frequency ones.
Their algorithm must (1) compute a set of frequent
signature patterns and (2) collect the counts of records
matching each pattern. A typical frequent counting is ex-
pected to make d passes over the data, where d is the record
dimensionality, but one may consider either the partitioning
scheme of Savasere et al. [23] or the sampling method of
Toivonen [24] to cut the number of passes to two. Even
Manku and Motwani [25] suggest a one-pass algorithm
based on sticky sampling. However, these algorithms are
generally useful in detecting very frequent patterns and
this is reflected in their error bounds which is relative to
the input length; they are likely to miss many less-frequent
patterns. Also once the signature patterns are found, one
more pass over data is needed to collect the actual counts.
2.3 LSH-based bucketing
In this approach, Lee et al. [18] map data records into
some buckets using a locality sensitive hashing scheme.
Two strata are defined for the sake of self-join sampling: (1)
record pairs that are mapped to the same bucket, (2) record
pairs that are mapped to two different buckets. Record pairs
are sampled from each stratum and their similarities are
assessed. Finally, the results are scaled (based on record
counts which are kept in each bucket) to derive an estimate
for the similarity join size. To construct LSH buckets on disk,
the algorithm has to read and write the whole data. One
more pass is also needed to sample the record pairs.
3 OUR ESTIMATION ALGORITHM
The basic idea behind our estimation algorithm is to map the
problem of similarity self-join size estimation into a set of
self-join size estimations for which more efficient solutions
are available, before putting together the results to obtain
an estimate for the similarity self-join size. To illustrate the
concept, consider Table R with 3 columns and 4 rows, as
shown in Table 1.
The self-join size of R is 4, and so is the number of
records, hence R has no 3-similar pairs other than self-pairs
(as shown in Table 1). Now consider the projection of R on
columns (A,B), (A,C) and (B,C) with duplicates kept. This
would yield tables R1, R2 and R3, as shown with their self-
join sizes.
R1 A B
a1 b1
a2 b2
a1 b1
a3 b2
s/join size=6
R2 A C
a1 c1
a2 c2
a1 c3
a3 c2
s/join size=4
R3 B C
b1 c1
b2 c2
b1 c3
b2 c2
s/join size=6
The self-join size of R1 is 6, and that of R is 4. Excluding
3-similar pairs, R must have 6 − 4 = 2 pairs of rows that
4are 2-similar on columns (A,B). Similarly the self-join size of
R3 is 6, which indicates that R has two pairs of records that
are 2-similar on columns (B,C). No pairs of records in R are
2-similar on columns (A,C). Putting the results together, one
can conclude that R has 2 + 2 = 4 pairs of 2-similar records.
This is the exact number of 2-similar pairs, calculated solely
based on the join sizes and the size of R.
There are three problems associated with this approach:
(1) the number of possible projections of a relation with
d attributes is 2d−1 and so is the number of self-join size
estimates; (2) the join sizes are not independent simply
because the projections of two s-similar records are expected
to have some s− 1, s− 2, . . . , 1-similar pairs; (3) the sum of
the number of records in the projected tables can be much
larger than the input (or more precisely it can be larger by
factor of 2d−1) and this has implications in the required
space usage and per-record processing time.
We address the first problem by reducing the number
of self-join size estimations to d − s + 1. This is done by
collapsing all projections with k attributes into a single
stream. To make distinctions between tuples from different
projections though, we attach another column to the stream
to indicate the projection from which the tuple is drawn.
Otherwise, two tuples that have the same values under
different projections can join, leading to wrong join sizes.
Applying this to the projections with two attributes in our
running example will yield a table with three columns,
twelve rows and the self-join size of 16 (as shown in Table 2),
of which 12 are self-pairs. This gives 16-12=4 pairs of 2-
similar records, consistent with our previous results.
The second problem is addressed in the next section
by calculating the contributions of an s-similar pair to the
projections and incorporating it in our size estimations. We
address the third problem through a combination of sam-
pling and sketching, showing that both the space usage and
the error can be bounded, and that the proposed algorithm
outperforms our competitive baselines by a large margin.
3.1 Handling double-counting
Given a table with d attributes, the set of possible groupings
of the attributes can be described in a lattice. Suppose the
grouping that includes all attributes is at Level d of the
lattice; then level d−1 will have all subsets consisting of d−1
attributes, and so on (as shown in Fig. 1 with 4 attributes).
Fig. 1. Attribute groupings for ABCD
To obtain a relationship between the self-join size and
the number of similar pairs, let yk denote the self-join size
at level k of the lattice, and xk be the number of record pairs
that are k-similar.
Lemma 2. Given k ≤ d, for a set of n records with no k+1, k+
2, . . . , d-similar pairs,
xk = yk −
(
d
k
)
n.
Proof. If two records are k-similar, then there must be a
unique projection at level k under which both records
produce the same values; hence those values can join and
will contribute to yk. However, yk also includes self-pairs
where a record joins itself. The number of those pairs is the
same as the number of records at level k, which is
(d
k
)
n.
Subtracting the two will give xk.
Now we consider the scenario where the set can have
k+1, k+2, . . . , d-similar pairs. Consider two records r1 and
r2 that join at level d, meaning they have the same values in
all d attributes. All projections of these records will also join,
and this introduces double-counting in join-size estimates at
levels d − 1, d − 2, . . . , 1. The size of this projection can be
precisely computed with not much effort though.
Lemma 3. For a set of n records and k ≤ d,
xk = yk −
(
d
k
)
n−
d∑
j=k+1
(
j
k
)
xj . (3)
Proof. Consider two records that are j-similar for j > k.
Then there must be a projection at level j under which
the two records emit the same values; all projections of
those values at level k will be identical. There are
(j
k
)
such
projections. With xj giving the number of record pairs that
are j-similar, the expression
(j
k
)
xj gives the contribution of
all j-similar pairs to yk. The rest follows from Lemma 2.
Unlike the approach of Lee et al. [22] that computes the
overlap between signature patterns, which is an approxima-
tion with no clear bound on the error, our method computes
the exact size of the overlap between projections.
3.2 Sampling from the projections
To calculate the number of pairs that are s-similar, we need
the self-join sizes at levels s to d of the lattice. Each level of
the lattice emits a stream that includes all record projections
at that level. As discussed earlier in Section 3, attaching
a projection ordering to each row in this stream allows
different projections at the same level all be collapsed into a
single stream without introducing an estimation error, hence
cutting the number of size estimations. However, as shown
in Table 2 for our running example, each row in our initial
stream is listed under multiple projections and all those
projections contribute to our size estimation. Our objective
in this section is to cut the size through sampling.
Let 0 < r ≤ 1 be our sampling ratio, meaning each row
of an emitted stream is selected uniformly into the sample
with probability r. This is sampling without replacement
and is done by uniformly selecting at random r
(d
k
)
pro-
jections of each record at level k. The sampling here is in
the form of inclusion-exclusion (unlike the one discussed in
Section 2.1) and one does not need to store the sample to
estimate the self-join size. For the same reason, the sample
size can grow linearly with the input to avoid the estimation
problem discussed in Section 2.1.
5TABLE 2
Projections at levels 3 and 2
Level 3 Level 2
Proj $1 $2 $3
ABC a1 b1 c1
ABC a2 b2 c2
ABC a1 b1 c3
ABC a3 b2 c2
s/join size=4
Proj $1 $2
AB a1 b1
AB a2 b2
AB a1 b1
AB a3 b2
AC a1 c1
AC a2 c2
AC a1 c3
AC a3 c2
BC b1 c1
BC b2 c2
BC b1 c3
BC b2 c2
s/join size=16
Given a sample as discussed above, let random variables
Xk and X ′k be estimates of xk for the population and the
sample respectively. Also let the random variable Yk be an
estimate of yk for the sample. The relationship between the
expected number of k-similar pairs in the population, Xk,
and the self-join size of a sample from a k-value stream, Yk,
can be expressed as follows.
Lemma 4. For a set of n records, each of arity d, k ≤ d and
sampling ratio r,
Xk = (Yk − r
(
d
k
)
n)/r2 −
d∑
j=k+1
(
j
k
)
Xj . (4)
Proof. Let us initially assume that there are no k + 1, k +
2, . . . , d-similar pairs. Given that each record is included
with probability r, giving us a sample of size r
(d
k
)
n, the
relationship between Yk and X ′k can be expressed as
Yk = X
′
k + r
(
d
k
)
n.
For a pair of k−similar records, the probability that they
both make to the sample (and are counted in X ′k) is r
2;
hence X ′k = r
2Xk. Replacing this in the equation above, we
get Yk = r2Xk + r
(d
k
)
n and this can be rewritten as
Xk = (Yk − r
(
d
k
)
n)/r2. (5)
We can now relax our assumption and show by induction
on k that the statement of the lemma holds. The basis holds
for Xd. Now suppose the lemma holds for Xk+1, . . . , Xd,
meaning we can drive the values of Xk+1, . . . , Xd using
Eq. 4. Then the contributions of k + 1, . . . , d-similar pairs
toward Xk can be computed as
∑d
j=k+1
(j
k
)
Xj (see the dis-
cussion in the proof of Lemma 3). Subtracting this quantity
from our earlier estimate in Eq. 5 will give the final result,
and this completes our proof.
3.3 The algorithm
Our one-pass Similarity Self-Join Pair Count (SJPC) method is
depicted in Algorithm 1. The algorithm can be broken down
into three main steps.
Step 1: Generate projections and construct sketches
(lines 1-20). For each record and each k = s, . . . , d, the
input : Similarity threshold s, sampling ratio r, sketch
width wd and sketch depth dp
input : A stream with d columns
output: Similarity self-join size of the stream
1 Initialize (d− s+ 1) sketches, each of width wd and
depth dp;
2 for k ← s to d do
3 colComb[k].size =
(d
k
)
;
4 colComb[k].list = list of all k column combinations
of d attributes;
5 end
6 for each row in the stream do
7 for k ← s to d do
8 sampleSize= colComb[k].size * r;
9 if sampleSize is not an integer then
10 round it up with probability
sampleSize− truncate(sampleSize) and
round it down with the remaining
probability;
11 end
12 Let C be sampleSize entries from
colComb[k].list chosen uniformly at random;
13 for each c ∈ C do
14 let p be the projection of the row on column
combination c;
15 p = concat(c,p);
16 fp = fingerprint(p);
17 sketch insert(k, fp);
18 end
19 end
20 end
21 for k ← s to d do
22 Y[k] = sketch estimateF2(k);
23 end
24 Let n be the size of the input stream (in terms of the
number of rows);
25 f2toPairCnt(d,s,n,r,X,Y)
26 estimate = 0;
27 for k ← s to d do estimate += X[k];
28 return estimate;
29 Procedure f2toPairCnt(d,s,n,r,X,Y)
30 for k ← d downto s do
31 sampleSize=
(d
k
)
* r * n;
32 X[k] = Y[k] - sampleSize;
33 for j ← k + 1 to d do
34 X[k] -= r2*
(j
k
)
* X[j];
35 end
36 X[k] = (X[k] < 0) ? 0 : X[k]; // estimates cannot be
negative
37 end
38 for k ← s to d do X[k] /= r2;
Algorithm 1: SJPC algorithm
6algorithm selects k different attributes uniformly at random,
and projects the record under these attributes (with dupli-
cates kept); the projected attribute values are encoded into
a string along with the text of the attribute combination. We
call this record a k-sub-value, and the set of all k-sub-values
at level k a k-sub-value stream. For example, if the selected
attributes for a row are A, B and C and their respective
values are a1, b1 and c3, then the generated 3-sub-value
will be ABC.a1.b1.c3. With this coding, all k-sub-values can
be placed on the same stream and no two sub-values from
different projections can join. This would reduce the number
of self-join size estimations at level k of the lattice from
(d
k
)
to one. The process is repeated lk = r
(d
k
)
times (0 < r < 1).
This step will produce d − s + 1 sub-value streams, one
for each k = s . . . d, and the number of k-sub-values in each
sub-value stream is controlled by the sampling ratio r. Sub-
values may be fingerprinted into more concise fixed length
strings [26], and a sketch may be constructed for each sub-
value stream instead of directly storing it. There are several
sketching algorithms that estimate the self- join size in one
pass [19], [21]. We use Fast-AGMS [21], which maintains
w counters (sketch width) and map elements in the stream
into one of those counters. Two 4-universal hash functions
h1 and h2 are used where h1 maps each element into either
−1 or 1 and h2 maps it into [1, . . . , w], both uniformly at
random. For each incoming element e, the sketch is updated
by adding h1(e) to the counter at index h2(e). Once the
stream is processed, the self-join size is estimated by adding
up the squares of all counter values. In our case, d − s + 1
sketches are needed to estimate the self-join sizes for that
many sub-value streams. To provide a better error bound,
the process is often repeated t times (sketch depth) and the
median of those t estimates are chosen. The sketch requires
tw counters to implement, and we are constructing d−s+1
such sketches for our estimation.
Step 2: Find the self-join sizes (lines 21-23). The algo-
rithm, finds the self-join size of each sub-value stream, using
standard self-join size estimation methods [21].
Step 3: Estimate the similarity self-join size (lines 24-
28). With the self-join sizes Yk computed for k = s, . . . , d
in the previous step, the similarity self-join size can be
computed using Equation 4.
As an example, let d = 6, s = 4 and r = 0.5 and suppose
Y6, Y5 and Y4 are computed; we can compute the similarity
self-join size by adding up X4, X5 and X6, where the latter
can be obtained by solving the following equation system:
Y6 = 0.25X6 + 0.5n
Y5 = 1.5X6 + 0.25X5 + 3n
Y4 = 7.5X6 + 1.25X5 + 0.25X4 + 7.5n.
(6)
Step 1 can be done while the input is being read, and Step
3 simply takes d−s+1 self-join size estimates and computes
Xk using Eq. 4, which is straightforward. This leaves us
with the self-join size estimation in Step 2 for which one-
pass algorithms are available.
4 ANALYSIS
There are two sources of randomness in the proposed algo-
rithm: (1) randomness due to the sampling in Step 1, and
(2) randomness due to the self-join size estimation in Step
2. To get a better insight into the algorithm and its steps,
we analyze it both without and with the randomness in
Step 2. We refer to the case where an exact self-join size
is computed in Step 2 as the offline case, and the case where
this is estimated using a sketch as the online case.
Theorem 1. (Unbiased estimate and variance - offline case) The
SJPC algorithm gives an unbiased estimate of the s-similarity
self-join size under the offline scenario, i.e. E[Gs] = gs, and
var[Gs/gs] is at most(
d
s
)2
1
r
(
2(d− s)
d− s
)
/gs,
where Gs is the estimate and gs is the true value.
Proof. See Appendix A.
Remarks. Since the estimate is unbiased, var(Gsgs ) can be
considered as a measure of relative error in practice. There
are a few observations that can be made. First, this is an
upper bound of the error and the actual error is expected
to be less. More specifically, when r = 1, the estimate has
no error (see Lemma 3) whereas the bound can still be
large depending on d and s. Second, the variance increases
significantly as the gap between s and d widens. However,
in many practical settings such as duplicate detection, often
higher similarities (80% or higher) are sought; in those cases,
the error is expected to be low, as shown in Figure 2 (left) as
well. Third, when other parameters are fixed, the expected
relative error decreases when the true similarity self-join
size increases. Assuming gs increases quadratically with n
(which is the case in our real dataset), the relative error goes
down linearly with n. The results shown in the experiment
section confirm this observation.
When the dimensionality d increases, the expected error
increases and time and space costs are also affected. Since
the algorithm generates r
∑d
k=s
(d
k
)
sub-values for each
record, if the sampling ratio r is chosen such that dr(dk)e < c
for some constant c, then both the space and time costs in
an offline case is O((d− s+ 1)n) for processing all records.
Also for large d, it may be possible to select a subset of the
columns and gauge the similarity based on the subset.
Next we report the performance of our algorithm under
an online scenario where the self-join size in Step 2 is
estimated using a sketch.
Theorem 2. (Unbiased estimate and variance) The SJPC algo-
rithm gives an unbiased estimate of the s-similarity self-join size
in an online scenario, i.e. E[Gs] = gs, and the variance of Gsgs is
at most(
d
s
)2
1
r
(
2(d− s)
d− s
)
((1 +
2
w
)/gs +
2
w
(1 +
n
rgs
)2),
where w is the Fast-AGMS sketch width (depth is 1), d is the
number of attributes, s is the given similarity threshold, r is the
sampling ratio, gs is the true value of the similarity self-join size,
and Gs is the estimated value.
Proof. See Appendix A.
Remarks. A few observations can be made here. First,
as in the offline case, this is an upper bound of the error.
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Fig. 2. Error upper bound (i.e. the absolute error var(Gs)) with gs=1 in (left) the offline case for r=1, (middle) the online case for r=1, w=1000, and
(right) the online case for r=0.1, w=1000. Note the term n/gs in Theorem 2 (which is not larger than 1) is dropped to derive a weaker upper bound.
In particular, when the sampling ratio is close to 1, the
offline estimates are expected to be accurate and the only
source of error is from d − s + 1 sketches. Second, the
variance gets a hit as the gap between d and s widens
or d becomes large. Again, this is not an issue in many
practical settings where a high similarity (80% or higher)
is desired. Third, to bound the variance, the space usage
(denoted by w) does not have to increase when n increases
as long as gs increases proportionally, which is usually an
expected case. Finally, the statement provides a formulation
of the interaction between sketching and sampling, and how
the variance changes with r (see the right two columns
of Figure 2). A similar (but more extensive) study on the
interaction between sketching and sampling in a different
context is conducted by Rusu and Dobra [27], where they
reach the same conclusion that sketching over samples is a
viable option, reducing the processing time with not much
loss in accuracy.
Theorem 3. (Space and time cost to bound the selectivity
estimation error) The SJPC algorithm guarantees that the es-
timated selectivity of the similarity self-join deviates from the
true value by at most  with probability at least 1 − λ. More
precisely, Pr[|θˆs − θs| ≤ ] ≥ 1 − λ, where θˆs is the es-
timated selectivity and θs is the true value. The space cost is
O(log(1/λ)(d− s+ 1)w), and the time cost for processing each
record is O(log(1/λ)
(d
s
)2(2(d−s)
d−s
)
(
∑d
k=s
(d
k
)
)/(2w)).
Proof. See Appendix A.
Remarks. Note that gs appears neither in the time nor
in the space complexity. Although this statement discusses
the error of selectivity estimation, which is a relative er-
ror based on n2, by slightly changing the proof, it is not
hard to see the statement also holds for relative errors
defined based on gs. The algorithm constructs d − s + 1
sketches each of size O( 12 log(1/δ)), giving a space cost
of O((d − s + 1) 12 log(1/δ)), meaning that using constant
time per record and constant number of counters, the al-
gorithm can give accurate estimates of similarity self-join
size with high probability. It should be noted though that
each counter needs logF bits to implement, where F is
the maximum frequency of a sub-value. In the extreme case
where records all have the same value, F would be O(n).
The statement also shows that both time and space costs
will increase when d increases or the gap between d and
s widens. There is a clear tradeoff between time and space
controlled by w (implicitly by r). If w is large, time cost will
be smaller while space cost will be larger. Compared with
the offline case, the online case requires much less space
and returns a final estimate much faster after scanning the
dataset once. Our experiments show that the overall error
in the online case is still negligible and much less than the
competitors under typical settings of d and s.
5 ASYMPTOTIC TIME COMPARED TO RANDOM
SAMPLING
In terms of a time comparison, there are two main stages in
both SJPC and random sampling: data summarization and
size calculation. At the data summarization stage, random-
sampling takes O(1) time per record, whereas SJPC has to
construct r
∑d
k=s
(d
k
)
sub-values for each record, and for
each sub-value t counters will be updated, where r is the
sampling ratio and t is the sketch depth. Thus SJPC will
take O(rt
∑d
k=s
(d
k
)
) time per record. Random sampling is
clearly faster at the data summarization stage.
At the size calculation stage, having the data summary,
SJPC has to compute the mean or median of (d − s + 1)wt
counters and plug them in Equation 4 to find the estimates.
Hence it will take O((d− s+ 1)wt) time, which basically is
the time for scanning the data summary once, while random
sampling takes O(R(R − 1)/2) time for a sample of size R,
quadratic in the sample size. Thus, online SJPC is faster at
the size calculation stage.
The total time T (n) for SJPC is O(nrt
∑d
k=s
(d
k
)
+ (d −
s+ 1)wt), which can be written as O(n
∑d
k=s
(d
k
)
), with the
sampling ratio r and the sketch depth t treated as constants.
Also since
∑d
k=s
(d
k
) ≤ dd−s, we can use O(ndd−s) as an
upper bound of the running time.
The cost of random sampling depends on the sample
size, which is a function of n. We know from Lemma 1
that the size of the sample must be larger than n1/2 to
obtain an estimate that has an error less than 100%. Let the
sample size be n
p
p+1 for p > 1. Random sampling needs
T (n) = O(n
2p
p+1 ) time to obtain an estimate. Figure 3 shows
how the two methods cope as the dataset size n and the
dimensionality d increase. As expected, random sampling
suffers when n increases whereas SJPC suffers when d
increases or d − s widens. On the other hand, SJPC scales
linearly with n.
8Fig. 3. Asymptotic time varying n and d, with p = 2 and s = d− 1 on the left and p = 3 and s = d− 2 on the right
6 SIMILARITY JOIN SIZE ESTIMATION
An important problem related to similarity self-join size
estimation is estimating similarity join sizes. First we show
an estimate that does not hold for similarity join sizes. A
simple estimate for join size is based on the self-join sizes.
Alon et al. [20] show that for two relations A and B
|A ./ B| ≤ SJ(A) + SJ(B)
2
where SJ(A) and SJ(B) are self-join sizes of A and B
respectively on the joining attributes. This does not hold
for similarity join though. Here is a counter example. Let A
consists of the row (a, b, c, d) and B consists of (a, b, cx, dx)
and (ax, bx, c, d). With the similarity threshold set to 2, rows
in A and B join, and the join size is 2; but the similarity self-
join size of A is 1 and that of B is 2 and the bound on the
join size does not hold. The same can be shown for larger
thresholds. For example, with a similarity threshold set to 3,
let A be the same as above and B be the set of three rows
(ax, b, c, d), (a, bx, c, d), and (a, b, cx, d). Again the bound
does not hold.
A well-known fact in both join and self-join size esti-
mation is that an estimation is generally ineffective when
the size to be estimated is small compared to the sizes
of the relations being joined, and a sanity check may be
performed to avoid such cases [20]. Consider the problem of
similarity join size estimation between two relations R and
S in the presence of one such sanity check. An estimation
algorithm may look like this: (1) project the records of A
and B independently into sub-value streams (as discussed
in Sec. 3), (2) construct a sketch for each sub-value stream
for a total of 2(d− s+ 1) sketches, (3) estimate the join sizes
between sub-value streams of A and B at each of the levels
s, . . . , d, and (4) estimate the join size based on the join sizes
of the sub-value streams. As discussed for self-join sizes,
the computation in Step 4 is exact meaning given exact join
sizes of the sub-value streams, no error can be introduced
in Step 4. The only source of error here is (a) error due to
sampling from projections in Steps 1-2. and (b) the sketch
error in estimating join sizes between sub-value streams.
The join size estimation in Step 3 uses the product
of the sketches for sub-value streams; in particular, given
(AGMS and Fast-AGMS) sketches S(A) and S(B) of two
relations A and B respectively, an estimator for A ./ B is
S(A).S(B). It is easy to show that this estimate is unbiased
since the expected contribution of non-matching values to
the product is zero when the sketch mapping functions are
2-wise (in case of AGMS) or 4-wise (in case of Fast-AGMS)
independent. Alon et al. [20] show that this estimate has a
variance which does not exceed two times the product of
self-join sizes of A and B.
Let random variables Xk and Yk denote respectively the
similarity join size and the join size both at level k. The
relationship between the two variables can be written as
Xk = Yk/r
2 −
d∑
j=k+1
(
j
k
)
Xj , (7)
where r is the sampling rate, set to the same value for both
streams. Note that in case of a similarity join size estimation,
there is no self-pair (where a record joins itself) and this
gives rise to the slight difference between this estimate and
that in Equation 4.
The estimate is unbiased since Yk is unbiased and has
the expectation
E(Xk) = E(Yk)/r
2 −
d∑
j=k+1
(
j
k
)
E(Xj) (8)
and the variance
V ar(Xk) = V ar(Yk)/r
4 +
d∑
j=k+1
(
j
k
)2
V ar(Xj)
−
d∑
j=k+1
(2/r2)
(
j
k
)
Cov(Yk, Xj)
which can be bounded as
V ar(Xk) ≤ V ar(Yk)/r4 +
d∑
j=k+1
(
j
k
)2
V ar(Xj). (9)
7 EXPERIMENTS
To verify our analytical findings in more practical settings,
and to assess both the robustness and the performance of
9TABLE 3
Accumulative count of s-similar pairs, excluding self-pairs. The count
shown at row s = i includes all pairs that have a s-similarity i or larger.
DBLP5 DBLP6 DBLPtitles
HHHHs
n 20,000 2468 200,000
6 na 0 19,356
5 70 26 210,666
4 761 7,984 1,900,702
3 1,827,680 29,405 16607104
2 2,112,300 184,287 103,992,978
1 39,556,445 1,655,537 521,423,328
the SJPC algorithm, we conducted a set of experiments
on both real and synthetic data under different settings
including different similarity thresholds, dataset sizes, and
dimensionalities. When applicable, the performance of our
method is compared to that of the competitors including the
LSH-based bucketing and random sampling (see Sec. 2 for
details of these algorithms).
7.1 Experimental Setup
The following three datasets were used in our evaluation
(see also Section 7.5 for larger datasets and experiments).
DBLP5. This was a set of records selected from DBLP 2.
The selection criteria was that a record was selected if it
had non-empty values in (all of) the following 5 fields: title,
author, journal, volume and year. In the first 20,000 records
that were qualified, there were 19884 unique titles, 15917
unique authors, 29 unique journals, 125 unique volumes and
49 unique years.
DBLP6. This was similar to DBLP5 except every record
here had non-empty values in the following 6 fields: title,
author, journal, month, year and volume. The dataset had 2468
records. There were 2456 unique titles, 1601 unique authors,
9 unique journals, 150 unique volumes, 41 unique years and
26 unique months.
DBLPtitles. This was a set of paper titles from DBLP with
each title fingerprinted into 6 super-shingles where each
super-shingle was a 64 bit fingerprint. This resembled the
experimental setting of Henzinger [28] and Broder et al. [29],
where their goal was to find near-duplicate Web pages.
This resulted in 467,468 records, each with 6 attributes. The
number of unique values in each column ranged from 27000
to 30000.
Table 3 gives more stats on these datasets including
similarity join sizes for different similarity thresholds. Un-
less stated otherwise, all experiments are repeated 30 times
and either the mean, the standard deviation or both of the
relative error is reported.
7.2 Offline scenario
In the first set of our experiments, we wanted (1) to evaluate
our method without introducing any error due to the sketch-
ing and (2) to characterize its performance compared to
other baselines. This was possible in the offline scenario (as
discussed in Section 4), under which the baseline algorithms
introduced in Section 2 could as well be applied. Next we
2. http://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml
compare the performance of our method to some of these
non-streaming solutions under the same or similar space
requirements.
A note on the signature pattern counting of Lee et
al. [22]. We think there is a mistake in the formulation
presented in the paper. In particular, with the formulation
of Cl,t in the authors’ Equation 4, the estimates of similarity
self-join size can be negative. This is what we observed in
our experiments of running this algorithm on DBLP5 and
DBLP6. Also the estimates were sometimes off by a factor of
2 or larger. We carefully verified our implementation and it
was indeed consistent with the paper. We also noticed that
Equation 4 applied to the authors’ own example of LC(2) on
Page 6 would give −2 instead of the reported result 6. After
communicating this with the authors and given the fact that
the same authors show LSH-SS outperforms the signature
pattern counting, we decided not to report our results for
the latter.
Relative error on DBLP5, DBLP6 and DBLPtitles.
In this experiment, we compare the performance of our
method to LSH-based bucketing of Lee et al. [18]; the
selected algorithm for LSH-based bucketing is referred to
as LSH-SS by the authors, which is shown to perform the
best in their experiments. The sampling ratio for SJPC was
set to 0.5 and mH and mL for LSH-SS was set to n, the size
of the dataset, as suggested by the authors.
Figures 4 shows both the mean and the standard devi-
ation (std) of the relative error over 30 runs on DBLP6. In
terms of both the mean and the standard deviation of the
error, SJPC outperforms LSH-SS and has a standard devia-
tion of the error which is sometimes an order of magnitude
smaller than that of LSH-SS. The dataset had no 6-similar
pairs, and both algorithms detected that correctly. Similar
results are observed on DBLP titles as shown in Figures 5.
In another experiment, we evaluated LSH-SS under two
different sampling strategies. In the first strategy, referred
to LSH-SSv1, the sampling ratio was set as suggested by
the authors, i.e. mH = mL = n, and the sample size grew
linearly with n. In our second strategy, we set the sampling
ratio to a constant (set to 0.005 in our experiments), meaning
each pair was sampled with a fixed probability and the
sample size grew linearly with the number of pairs. The
results on DBLP5 are shown in Figure 6.
Materializing sub-value streams. Limiting our algo-
rithm into the offline case (i.e. without the space and time-
cost optimization due to the sketching) allowed us to com-
pare its performance to multi-pass algorithms that assume
the dataset and/or the intermediate data structures can be
materialized. This is not usually feasible in a streaming
environment and is not the right setting for our algorithm.
That said, the offline case can be executed if the intermediate
sub-value streams can be materialized. This is what we
did in an implementation of both SJPC-offline and LSH-SS,
where the memory usage for each method was tracked at
various points during the execution (e.g. when a variable
is defined or loaded) by calling a task manager function,
before and after, and the largest difference for each method
was reported. We verified the accuracy of this method by
loading datasets of known sizes and comparing the space
usage reported using this method with the actual size, and
the method was accurate in the range of Kilobytes especially
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Fig. 4. Relative error comparison on DBLP6
(offline case)
Fig. 5. Relative error comparison on DBLP-
titles (offline case)
Fig. 6. Relative error comparison on DBLP5
(offline case)
if the experiment was repeated. As shown in Figure 7, the
space needed for materializing sub-value streams, to our
surprise, was not much more than that of LSH-SS especially
for large similarity thresholds (which is usually the case in
similarity estimations), and this makes SJPC-offline a viable
option due to its better error bounds.
Fig. 7. Materialization cost on DBLP5
7.3 Online scenario
In an online scenario where only one pass can be made
over the data, random sampling is the only competitor. In
this section, we compare the accuracy of SJPC to random
sampling.
Comparison to random sampling. Similar to the offline
scenario, we set the sampling ratio to 0.5, and ran our online
SJPC on the first 200K rows of DBLPtitles. The sketch width
(number of counters) was set to 1000, and the sketch depth
was set to 3. SJPC needs one sketch for every sub-value
stream, and the number of sub-value streams is d − s + 1
where d is the data dimensionally and s is the minimum
similarity threshold that is desired. One can cover all useful
similarity ranges (e.g. s = 3, . . . , 6) by creating 4 sketches
on this particular dataset; this translates to 12,000 counters,
each implemented as a 32-bit integer, giving a total space
of 48,000 bytes. The same amount of space was allocated to
random sampling. Every record of DBLPtitles had 6 fields,
and each field was a 64-bit fingerprint, adding up to 48 bytes
per record. That meant, random sampling were given space
for 1000 records.
Both random sampling and SJPC give unbiased esti-
mates, hence we compare their standard deviations of the
estimates. As shown in Figure 8, SJPC outperforms random
sampling by a large margin. The standard deviation of
the estimates for random sampling is almost an order of
magnitude higher. Also it should be noted that this was
under the setting that the sketches are maintained for all
similarity thresholds s = 3, . . . , 6. For example, with larger
values of s, the space usage of SJPC is reduced (in terms of
the number of counters to the number of records) while the
accuracy remains the same; this cannot be done in random
sampling without affecting its accuracy.
Records in both DBLP5 and DBLP6 were longer and a
bigger difference in performance between SJPC and Ran-
dom sampling was expected. In particular, the same setting
of our sketching could be used on DBLP5 and DBLP6 since
a 32-bit counter was enough to keep the counts. However,
random sampling suffered because of the space limitations.
The average length of a record in DBLP5 was 167 characters
and in DBLP6 was 121 characters. Under ASCII encoding
where each character takes one byte, random sampling
would have enough space to store 287 records of DBLP5
and 397 records of DBLP6. For the same reason, the results
are not reported on these two datasets.
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Fig. 8. Relative error on DBLPtitles (online case)
7.4 Varying the parameters of SJPC
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the SJPC
algorithm under different parameter settings.
Varying the sampling ratio. In all our previous experi-
ments, the sampling ratio was set to 0.5 meaning only half
of the sub-values were sampled. The sampling ratio only
affects the per-record processing time and not the space
usage, hence if the processing time is not a constraint, the
sampling ratio should be 1 to obtain a better estimate.
To study the relationship between the sampling ratio and
the accuracy, we varied the sampling ratio from 0.25 to
1 while keeping everything else the same as before, i.e.
200K records of DBLPtitles with the sketch width and depth
set at 1000 and 3 respectively. Figure 9 (left) shows the
effect of the sampling ratio on the standard deviation of
the error. The error consistently drops as the sampling rate
increases with an exception at the similarity threshold 1
where a sampling ratio of 0.5 performs slightly better than
the next sampling ratio. We don’t have a good explanation
here other than confirming that this is due to the interaction
between sketching and sampling and that the sketch in this
particular case performed better on the sample. A similar
behaviour is observed by Rusu and Dorba [27] in some of
their experiments on constructing sketches over samples.
The mean error also drops (not shown here) but the drop is
not as significant as the drop in the standard deviation. An
observation that can be made is that the sampling ratio can
vary between sub-value streams, for example, to reduce the
error at certain values of k. It is easy to incorporate this in
our formulation in Equation 4.
Varying the dimensionality. In another experiment,
we used the first 100K records of DBLPtitles but varied
the number of columns by generating different number of
super-shingles for each text. Other parameters were kept
the same (i.e. sampling ratio of 0.5 and sketch width at
1000 and sketch depth at 3). As shown in Figure 9 (mid-
dle), the standard deviation of the error takes a hit when
the dimensionality increases, which is consistent with our
analytical prediction. This is under the condition that all
other parameters are kept the same. Clearly one can reduce
the error by increasing the sketch width/depth and/or the
sampling ratio, as shown in our previous experiments.
Varying dataset size and the number of duplicates.
In this set of experiments, we started with 400K records
of DBLPtitles and duplicated each record X times with X
taking the values 1, 2, 4 and 8. This gave us datasets of
sizes 400K, 800K, 1600K and 3200K. This particular setting
allowed us to easily compute the true sizes without doing a
join on larger files. We also included the first 200K records
of DBLPtitles to see if the trend is the same when records are
not duplicates. As before, the sampling ratio of our method
was set to 0.5, and sketch width and depth to 1000 and 3
respectively. Figure 9 (right) shows that SJPC does not suffer
when the dataset size increases while keeping the space
usage and the sampling ratio the same; in fact for some
similarity thresholds (e.g. 3, 4 and 5), the error drops as the
dataset size increases. Compare this to random sampling
where the sample size should increase at least as a square
root function of the input size to maintain the same error
rate. In contrast, having a larger number of records can even
be helpful for the sampling part of our algorithm, as hinted
in our analytical results and also revealed in Figure 9.
7.5 Running time
We conducted experiments to evaluate the running time
of SJPC and its scalability with the dataset size, compared
to random sampling. The evaluation was conducted on
larger datasets (more precisely, orders of magnitude larger
than those used in earlier sections), as discussed next. One
dataset was real, and three dataset were generated synthet-
ically with varying degrees of skew to show how the skew
may affect the scalability. Each records in both real and
synthetic data consisted of 5 columns 3.
Near-uniform 40-60. This is a set of randomly generated 5-
fields records with each field formed by concatenating two
long integers (making a 64 bits field). 40% of the records are
unique, and each of the remaining 60% have one 4-similar
pair.
Skewed 20-80. This is a set of randomly generated records
with each field formed by concatenating two long integers.
20% of the records are unique and each of the remaining
80% have 15 4-similar pairs. If each set of similar records is
treated as an entity, then 20% of the entities make up 80% of
the records.
Skewed 10-90. Similar to Skewed 20-80, 10% of the entities
(each described by a set of similar records) make up 90% of
the records.
YFCC. This is a set of 21 million records from Flickr 100
million photo dataset [30]. Each record in our case includes
the following 5 fields: userid, date taken, the capturing
device, the latitude and the longitude.
The experiments were conducted on a machine with
AMD quad-core 2.3 GHz CPU and 16GB ram running
Ubuntu. Both algorithms SJPC and random sampling were
implemented in C programming language and were com-
piled using gcc.
For SJPC, the space usage was fixed for all datasets, with
the sketch depth and width respectively set to 1000 and 3 as
before and the sampling ratio r = 1. For random sampling,
we varied the sample size until random sampling could
3. A synthetic data record with 5 columns may represent, for exam-
ple, papers with fields such as first author, second author (if any), title,
year, and venue; a 4-similar pair in this case can be two copies of the
same paper with one mismatched field.
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Fig. 9. Relative error std on DBLPtitles varying the sampling ratio (left), the number of columns (middle), and dataset size (right)
catch up SJPC in terms of the absolute value of the relative
error. That did not happen until the sample size passed
n0.97, n0.9995 and n0.9995 respectively for Near-uniform 40-
60, Skewed 20-80 and Skewed 10-90. At those sample sizes,
SJPC was always faster in our experiments with any dataset
larger than one million records we tried. Figure 10 (left)
shows the mean running time of SJPC over 10 runs, on
Skewed 20-80 and YFCC, as the dataset size is varied. First,
for each method, the running time on YFCC closely matched
that of Skewed 20-80, and as a result they are not distin-
guishable in the figure. Second, as expected, the running
time of SJPC grows linearly with the input, whereas the
running time for random sampling 4 increases quadratically
with the input. Each run of random sampling on 8 million
records was taking more than 4 days and we could not
run it for larger datasets. The absolute value of the relative
error for both methods are also shown in Figure 10 (right).
In terms of the space usage, random sampling requires at
least an order of magnitude more space than SJPC, and the
space usage of random sampling must increase with data
skewness for its error rate to keep up with that of SJPC.
7.6 Discussions
The objective of our experimental evaluation was stated as
verifying our analytical findings in more practical settings,
and assessing both the robustness and the performance
of the SJPC algorithm, as compared to competitors (when
applicable). We evaluated our method on four real datasets,
including DBLP5, DBLP6, DBLPtitles and YFCC and some
synthetic data including Near-uniform and Skewed, show-
ing that our algorithm outperforms the state-of-the-art
methods from the literature (i.e. LSH-based bucketing in
the offline case and random sampling in the online case) in
terms of the accuracy of the estimates, the space usage and
running time. We experimented with different parameter
settings of SJPC, showing that the algorithm is robust and
the performance can be managed with different parameters.
Our evaluation also confirmed that the SJPC algorithm
scales linearly with the input, making it suitable in settings
where only one pass over data is feasible. A limitation of
the SJPC algorithm is that it does not scale so well to large
data dimensionality and this is the price paid for the linear
scaling with n, for example compared to random sampling.
4. The sample size was set to n998 to have an error not that far from
that of SJPC.
8 RELATED WORK
Our work relates to the areas of efficient similarity join,
selectivity estimation, and sketching techniques .
Efficient similarity join. The problem of similarity join (of
tuples) under hamming distance can be mapped to a set sim-
ilarity join where each tuple becomes a set, for which many
algorithms have been developed (e.g., [31], [32]). A general
and often efficient algorithm to evaluate set similarity join is
index nested loop join, where the inner index returns a set of
candidates and the outer loop filters those candidates before
performing a pairwise comparison to produce the result.
For example, all algorithms recently evaluated by Mann et
al. [33] follow this framework and vary in their filtering and
candidate generation steps. The time complexity of all these
algorithms is quadratic in the input size. To reduce the cost,
parallel set similarity is studied using MapReduce [34] and
with data represented as arrays [35].
Similarity join is also studied in the context of d-
dimensional points with d ∈ [2, 32]. A common approach is
to associate points to cubes or cells and only join points with
overlapping cells [36], [37]. EGO-based approaches use a
combination of sort and divide operations to identify sets of
points that cannot join [38]. These algorithms are quadratic
for typical values of dimensions and similarity thresholds.
Selectivity estimation. Selectivity estimation has been an
important component of query optimization, and accurate
estimates often provide huge savings in cost. Although the
problem is widely studied for relational operators with exact
predicates (e.g., range predicates [39], substring queries [40],
spatio-temporal queries [41], joins [42]) and despite its im-
portance for similarity predicates (e.g. [43]), there has not
been much study on estimating the selectivity of similar-
ity predicates. Tata and Patel [44] study the problem in
the context of Cosine predicates, discussing some of the
difficulties. Hadjieleftheriou et al. [45] study the selectivity
estimation for set similarity queries and show that more
concise samples can be constructed from the inverted lists
of tokens and also report on the performance of different
sampling strategies. Lee et al. [22], [18] study the same
problem as ours, and Heise et al. [46] use random sampling
to estimate the sizes of clusters formed by fuzzy duplicates.
We compare our work to both that of Lee et al. and random
sampling, when applicable or appropriate.
Sketching techniques. As our work uses sketching to es-
timate the size of a sub-value stream, there are quite some
works on sketching techniques that are applicable. For ex-
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Fig. 10. Running time (left) and relative error (right) on Skewed 20-80 and YFCC
ample, instead of Fast-AGMS [47], [21], which is used in
our experiments, Bloom filters may be extended to answer
frequency related queries including join and self-join size
estimation [48], [49]. Rusu and Dobra [50] review and evalu-
ate some of these sketches for join size estimation. The same
authors also study the problem of sketching over samples
and show that a speed up in factors of 10 is achievable
without much decrease in accuracy [27]. Our sampling is
slightly different in that we are sampling from the space of
projections of each record.
Others. Deng et al. [51] study the problem of diversity
analysis where similar randomized techniques are used to
estimate an average pair-wise similarity. String similarity
join [52] may also be mapped to set similarity (for token-
based) or hamming similarity (for character-based), where
join size estimation techniques will be useful. Our work may
also be applicable in data cleaning and record deduplication
settings (see [1] and Christen [53] for extensive surveys).
9 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this paper, we studied the problem of similarity self-join
size estimation and presented a solution for efficiently find-
ing an estimate within one pass over data. We analyzed the
accuracy, time and space usage of our algorithm and exper-
imentally evaluated it on both real and synthetic datasets.
Our evaluation showed that the proposed algorithm has a
relatively high accuracy (often an order of magnitude better
than the competitors) and low time and space cost.
Our algorithm scales linearly with the input, and even
larger input sizes can help with the accuracy, but it does not
scale so well with the dimensionality, which is the price paid
for the linear scale up with n. Our method is readily appli-
cable in cases where d, the dimensionality of the data (or
the number of columns), is low, or the similarity threshold
s is high so that
(d
s
)
does not explode to avoid the curse of
dimensionality. On the other hand, when the input has a large
number of columns, it is often the case that a subset of the
columns are selected in queries or analyzed (this has been
the premise in some of the work on projected clustering [7]
and detecting unique column combinations [54]).
More studies are needed to understand the behaviour
of our algorithm, applied to high dimensional data, and
the conditions under which more accurate estimates can
be obtained. In particular, one area is studying some of
the conditions under which our work can be extended to
higher dimensions. For example, one may decompose a
table into smaller attribute groupings, and compute the
similarity self-join size under each grouping before merging
the results. Finding decompositions under which the sim-
ilarity self-join size can be accurately estimated from that
of the decomposed table is an interesting future direction.
Another area is studying the problem and the proposed
solution under some simplifying assumptions (e.g. on the
data distribution) that allows tighter bounds to be obtained
and/or a better understanding of the problem is gained.
One more interesting question is if (the data structure or the
estimate of) a similarity join size estimation can be part of a
similarity join algorithm, possibly to speed up the join.
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APPENDIX
Lemma 1 Random-sampling requires a sample of size Ω(
√
n)
to give an estimate of the similarity self-join size with a
relative error less than 100% with high probability.
Proof. This is an adaptation of the proof of Lemma 2.3 in
[20]. Let s be an arbitrary similarity threshold. Construct
two datasets Ds and Dns, each with n records such that no
record in Dns is k-similar to any other record for all values
of k, but Ds has n/2 s-similar pairs of records and there is
no other form of similarity between the records. A sampling-
based estimate of the similarity self-join size for Dns will be
n, and that for Ds will be also n using samples of size o(
√
n)
with high probability. This is simply because the chance that
a similar pair (not including self-pairs) makes to the sample
is (n/2)/(n(n−1)/2) and the expected number of such pairs
in a sample of size o(
√
n) is O(n3/2/n2), which is close to
zero for large n. However, the similarity self-join sizes for
Dns andDs are n and 2n respectively, and the estimate is off
by a factor of 2 with high probability. As another instance,
suppose Ds has
√
n records that are identical on s columns
and Dns is as defined before. The s-similarity self-join sizes
of Dns is n and that of Ds is 2n. However, the chance that
one of those s-similar pairs is included in a sample of size√
n is
√
n/n, and the chance that k of them are included in
a sample of size
√
n is
√
n(
√
n− 1) . . . (√n− k + 1)
n(n− 1) . . . (n− k + 1) .
This probability is very close to zero for large values of n
or k. That means random sampling will report with a high
probability an s-similarity self-join size of n for both Ds and
Dns.
Theorem 1. The SJPC algorithm gives an unbiased estimate
of the s-similarity self-join size under the offline scenario,
i.e. E[Gs] = gs, and the standard deviation of Gsgs is at most(
d
s
)√√√√1
r
(
2(d− s)
d− s
)
/gs,
where Gs is the estimate and gs is the true value.
Proof. To find the variance of Gs, we need the variance of
Xk (k = s . . . d). Eq. 4 gives a recursive expression of Xk, as
a function ofXk+1 . . . Xd and Yk. First, we show thatXk can
be represented as a function of Yk . . . Yd with the recursion
removed. Second, we prove the unbiased property of Xk.
Last, we derive an upper bound of the variance of Yk, and
this allows us to bound the variance of Gs. The details are
as follows.
First, we prove by induction that
Xk =
1
r2
d∑
j=k
(−1)j−k
(
j
k
)
Yj + Ck, (10)
where k ∈ [1, d], and Ck is a constant hence not important
in the expression of the variance. From Eq. 4, we can easily
verify that Eq. 10 holds for k = d and d − 1. Assuming
Eq. 10 holds for an arbitrary k ∈ [2, d], we want to prove
that it holds for k − 1 as well. From Eq. 4 we have
Xk−1 = (Yk−1 − r
(
d
k − 1
)
n)/r2 −
d∑
j=k
(
j
k − 1
)
Xj
Using the induction hypothesis to replace Xj , we have
Xk−1 =
1
r2
Yk−1 − n
r
(
d
k − 1
)
−
d∑
j=k
(
j
k − 1
)
(
1
r2
d∑
i=j
(−1)i−j
(
i
j
)
Yi + Cj).
If we change the indexes to the filled part in Figure 11(a)
and denote the constants with Ck−1, the right side becomes
1
r2
Yk−1 − 1
r2
d∑
i=k
i∑
j=k
(−1)i−j
(
j
k − 1
)(
i
j
)
Yi + Ck−1.
It is easy to verify that
( j
k−1
)(i
j
)
=
( i
k−1
)(i−k+1
j−k+1
)
. Also∑i
j=k(−1)i−j
(i−k+1
j−k+1
)
= (−1)i−k for i = k, . . . , d (see
Lemma 5 in the Appendix), hence
Xk−1 =
1
r2
Yk−1 − 1
r2
d∑
i=k
(
i
k − 1
)
Yi(−1)i−k + Ck−1
=
1
r2
d∑
i=k−1
(−1)i−k+1
(
i
k − 1
)
Yi + Ck−1.
Eq. 10 holds for k−1, thus it holds for all k ∈ [1, d]. Now the
similarity self-join size,Gs, can be rewritten as follows (with
the replacement of indexes to the filled part of Figure 11(b)
in the last step):
Gs =
d∑
k=s
Xk =
1
r2
d∑
k=s
d∑
j=k
(−1)j−k
(
j
k
)
Yj +
d∑
k=s
Ck + n
Gs =
1
r2
d∑
j=s
j∑
k=s
(−1)j−k
(
j
k
)
Yj +
d∑
k=s
Ck + n. (11)
Fig. 11. Index substitutions
Second, we show that SelfJoinPairCount gives an un-
biased estimate. Let Oj be the set of all j-similar record
pairs excluding self pairs (i.e. when a record joins itself),
and Zoj ,k be the value that a j-similar record pair, denoted
by oj , contributes to Yk (the self-join size of the k-sub-value
stream); then we have
Yk =
d∑
j=k
∑
∀oj∈Oj
Zoj ,k + nr
(
d
k
)
. (12)
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Note that Xk, Yk and Zoj ,k are all random variables. The
expected value of Zoj ,k in the sample is
µj,k = E[Zoj ,k] = r
2
(
j
k
)
.
Therefore
E[Yk] = r
2
d∑
j=k
(
j
k
)
xj + nr
(
d
k
)
. (13)
µj,k is the expected value that a j-similar pair contributes
to Yk and xj is the true number of j-similar record pairs.
From Eq. 4 we can see that SelfJoinPairCount removes the
contributions of {k + 1, k + 2, . . . , d}-similar pairs from Yk,
thus it is not hard to verify that Xk is an unbiased estimate
for xk.
Last, we derive an upper bound of the variance of Yk.
Let lk denote the expected number of times a record will
appear in a sample of level k, i.e. lk = r
(d
k
)
, and pj,k,i be the
probability that a j-similar record pair contributes i to Yk,
then the variance of Zoj ,k is
σ2j,k =VAR[Zoj ,k] = E[Z
2
oj ,k]− µ2j,k =
lk∑
i=1
i2pj,k,i − µ2j,k
≤lk
lk∑
i=1
ipj,k,i − µ2j,k = lkµj,k − µ2j,k
=r3
(
j
k
)(
d
k
)
− r4
(
j
k
)2
≤ r3
(
j
k
)(
d
k
)
.
The variance of Yk can be written as
VAR[Yk] =
d∑
j=k
xjσ
2
j,k + 2
∑
j1=k,...,d
j2=k,...,d
o,o′∈O & o6=o′
Cov(Zoj1,k, Zo′j2,k).
For two pairs o and o′, they may or may not have a row in
common. When the two pairs have no row in common, the
covariance term will be zero. Now suppose there is a row r
that is common between the two pairs. Let’s denote the pairs
as (r, r1) and (r, r2). Since the projections of r1 and r2 are
independently chosen uniformly at random, the covariance
term is zero even though the projections of r is the same for
both pairs. Hence the covariance term can be ignored, and
we have
VAR[Yk] =
d∑
j=k
xjσ
2
j,k ≤ r3
(
d
k
)
d∑
j=k
(
j
k
)
xj .
Using Equation 11, we can bound VAR[Gs] from above to
1
r4
d∑
k=s
(
k
s
)2
VAR[Yk] ≤1
r
d∑
k=s
(
k
s
)2 d∑
j=k
xj
(
j
k
)(
d
k
)
=
1
r
d∑
k=s
d∑
j=k
xj
(
j
s
)(
j − s
k − s
)(
d
s
)(
d− s
k − s
)
≤1
r
(
d
s
)2 d∑
k=s
(
d− s
k − s
)2 d∑
j=k
xj ≤ 1
r
(
d
s
)2 d∑
j=s
xj
d∑
k=s
(
d− s
k − s
)2
=
1
r
(
d
s
)2(
2(d− s)
d− s
)
gs.
Thus
VAR(Gs/gs) =
1
r
(
d
s
)2(
2(d− s)
d− s
)
/gs.
Lemma 5. For i ≥ k,
i∑
j=k
(−1)i−j
(
i− k + 1
j − k + 1
)
= (−1)i−k.
Proof. If we replace the variables j−k+1 withm and i−k+1
with n, the left side becomes
n∑
m=1
(−1)n−m
(
n
m
)
=− (−1)n +
n∑
m=0
(−1)n−m
(
n
m
)
=(−1)n−1 + (−1)n
n∑
m=0
(−1)m
(
n
m
)
.
With the Binomial theorem [55] applied to the summation,
the second term becomes zero. The proof is complete after
replacing n− 1 in the first term with i− k.
Theorem 2 (Unbiased estimate and variance) The SJPC algo-
rithm gives an unbiased estimate of the s-similarity self-join
size in an online scenario, i.e. E[Gs] = gs, and the variance
of Gsgs is at most(
d
s
)2
1
r
(
2(d− s)
d− s
)
((1 +
2
w
)/gs +
2
w
(1 +
n
rgs
)2),
where w is the Fast-AGMS sketch width (depth is 1), d is
the number of attributes, s is the given similarity threshold,
r is the sampling ratio, gs is the true value of the similarity
self-join size, and Gs is the estimated value.
Proof. Since both offline version of SJPC and Fast-AGMS
provides unbiased estimates, it is not hard to see the esti-
mates from the online case are also unbiased.
Let Y ′k denote the self-join size estimate of the sub-value
stream using the Fast-AGMS algorithm, and Yk denote the
self-join size estimate using the offline version of our algo-
rithm as before. According to the law of total variance [56],
VAR[Y ′k] =E[VAR[Y
′
k|Yk]] + VAR[E[Y ′k|Yk]]
≤E[ 2
w
Y 2k ] + VAR[Yk]
=(1 +
2
w
)VAR[Yk] +
2
w
E[Yk]
2.
Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, we have
VAR[Gs] = VAR[
d∑
k=s
Xk] ≤ 1
r4
d∑
k=s
(
k
s
)2
VAR[Y ′k]
≤ 1
r4
(1 +
2
w
)
d∑
k=s
(
k
s
)2
VAR[Yk] +
1
r4
2
w
d∑
k=s
(
k
s
)2
E[Yk]
2
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With 1r4
∑d
k=s
(k
s
)2
VAR[Yk] ≤ 1r
(d
s
)2(2(d−s)
d−s
)
gs as shown
above and replacing E[Yk] from Eq. 13, we have
VAR[Gs] ≤(1 + 2
w
)
1
r
(
d
s
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Therefore, the claim on the variance of Gsgs holds.
Theorem 3 (Space and time cost to bound the selectivity
estimation error) The SJPC algorithm guarantees that the
estimated selectivity of the similarity self-join deviates from
the true value by at most  with probability at least 1 − λ.
More precisely, Pr[|θˆs − θs| ≤ ] ≥ 1 − λ, where θˆs is the
estimated selectivity and θs is the true value. The space cost
is O(log(1/λ)(d− s+ 1)w), and the time cost for processing
each record is O(log(1/λ)
(d
s
)2(2(d−s)
d−s
)
(
∑d
k=s
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k
)
)/(2w)).
Proof. We have
Pr[|Gs − gs| > n2] ≤ VAR[Gs]
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Let the above term be 18 , then we have
r ≥ 8
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,
assuming nr ≥ 1. To increase the success probability, we can
repeat the same algorithm independently 2 log(1/λ) times,
and take the median of the multiple results. Due to Chernoff
bound, we can guarantee the probability that SJPC fails is at
most λ. Since SJPC picks O(r
∑d
k=s
(d
k
)
) sub-values for each
record, the time and space costs stated in the theorem can
give the desired result.
